
Subject: Dream Analytics
Posted by william on Sun, 14 Mar 2021 11:50:37 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hello everyone,

Thought you all might be interested in one of my dreams this morning, and no, I'm not in the "old
men" category yet where my dreams have significant implications!

Anyway, I was somehow in the presence of one of my old bosses at Fairmont Homes (this later
morphed into a later boss that was more recent than the Fairmont days) and this man was one
that I considered a little bit on the secular side.  He could have been a Christian but only nominally
so, if you know what I mean.

Well, there seemed to be this other person in the dream that was asking my old boss questions,
almost challenging his Christianity... and since I was in the same room with my boss, I felt it my
duty to answer this questioner whose voice was coming from somewhere from outside of the
room.

Each time I started to answer, my old boss would beat me to it by giving the perfect answer, even
the very answer I was going to give!  This was somewhat shocking to me since I had not
considered that my boss was someone who knew his Bible that well.

This went on for a period of time with more questions and each time my boss jumping in with the
perfect answer.  I thought, man, I've really misjudged this guy, he's phenomenal!

Well, the next question was: "What was the purpose of the OT sin offerings?"  and I thought, he's
not going to know this, I'd better jump in with the 3-fold purpose of the blood sacrifice (I had
listened to HEF a few days ago going over this exact question) and as I started to answer, my
boss interrupted me and said "1. it was to cover sin... 2. it was to propitiate God..." (I'm going
bananas at this point, not believing how this guy could have the exact same answer that I was
fixing to give!!!) and then it happened, I awoke to one of brother Freeman's Youtube audio tapes
on OT Theology dictating the three reasons for the blood offering!

Ha!  What happened was that I had gone to sleep listening to an earlier tape in the OT theology
series and since it was in a play-list format the original one I was listening to had finished and the
next one was playing and it happened to be one on the purposes of the OT sacrifices!

Well, I had a good laugh (and thanked the Lord for His sense of humor) and since I wanted to
remember what had just happened, I decided to write it down... (don't worry, I'm not asking for an
analysis!)
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Blessings,
William

Subject: Re: Dream Analytics
Posted by Mark L on Sat, 10 Apr 2021 16:16:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

We could make a movie out of that William!!!
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